COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM

Welcome and Introductions
Dean Myron F. Floyd

Outstanding Teacher Award Recognition
Dean Myron F. Floyd

Student Academic Honors and Recognitions
Dr. Melissa Pasquinelli, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

Introduction of Center of Geospatial Analytics
Dr. Ross Meentemeyer, Director
Recognition of Graduates

Introduction of Department of Forest Biomaterials
Dr. Marko Hakovirta, Department Head
Recognition of Graduates

Introduction of Department of Forestry and Environmental Resources
Dr. Erin Sills, Interim Department Head
Recognition of Graduates

Introduction of Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
Dr. Michael Kanters, Interim Department Head
Recognition of Graduates

Closing Remarks
Dean Myron F. Floyd

Student Videos

Departmental Ceremonies and Receptions to Follow
Doctor of Philosophy in Geospatial Analytics
Megan Michelle Coffer (Advised by Dr. Mitasova)

Master of Geospatial Information Science and Technology
Eric Wayne Anderson (Advised by Dr. Nelson)
Andrew John Boschen (Advised by Dr. Money)
Matthew Conard (Advised by Dr. Money)
Chandler Riley Fields (Advised by Dr. Money)
Brooke Whitcomb Hatcher (Advised by Dr. Supak)
Justin Ryan Klein (Advised by Dr. Tateosian)
Amanda M. Liesch (Advised by Dr. Money)
Benjamin Eric Maxson (Advised by Dr. Tateosian)
Kelsey Roxane Mills (Advised by Dr. Tateosian)
Dustin Murray (Advised by Dr. Baran)
Travis Newton (Advised by Dr. Money)
Dennis Chase Nicholas (Advised by Dr. Baran)
Justin Oakley (Advised by Dr. Nelson)
William Rutherford Parrish (Advised by Dr. Tateosian)
Heather Ione Paxson (Advised by Dr. Baran)
Gardner Hart Pierson (Advised by Dr. Baran)
Andrew Potter, Jr. (Advised by Dr. Baran)
Jonathan Schwartz (Advised by Dr. Tateosian)
Lawrence Gregory Webb (Advised by Dr. Money)
Shon Allen Zimmerman (Advised by Dr. Money)
DEPARTMENT OF FOREST BIOMATERIALS

Bachelor of Science in Sustainable Materials and Technology
Federico Pereira Araujo   Logan Jakob Mossbarger+**
Eamon Brenner Bode       Leighton Phillip Shirley
Qirui Dai                Jonatan Zaga Viveros
Theodore Denver-Lloyd Frater** Benjamin Reed Wixson
Graham Newton Granger***~

Anticipated Summer Graduate:
Andrew Wyatt Jones

Bachelor of Science in Paper Science and Engineering
Rukmini Narender Arcot+**   Connor Grayson McCollum
Allison Minako Brame+       Michael McKenzie+***
Audra Louise Chenoweth     Haley Oakes
Kathryn Marie Clayson+++~  Kadin James Peterman+++*
Thomas Jonathan Cluen+++    William Manning Schriefer
Aldo De Leon Resendiz+++** Riley Alexander Webb+**
Trevor Dawson Hinshaw+++** Devin Sophia Wyatt

Anticipated Summer Graduates:
Terri Laniece Davis         Cody James Webb

+Co-major *Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude ~ Student Ambassador
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

Doctor of Philosophy in Forestry and Environmental Resources
Elise Tugba Kaya (Advised by Dr. Abt)

Master of Environmental Assessment
Robert Dail Booth (Advised by Dr. Taylor)
Grant Alexander Jones (Advised by Dr. Taylor)
Stephen Olson (Advised by Dr. Taylor)

Master of Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology
Daniel Choi (Advised by Dr. Moorman)
Dominic Joseph Eannarino (Advised by Dr. Pacifici)

Master of Science in Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology
Kathryn Lyerly Jewell (Advised by Dr. Peterson)
Lauren Danielle Pharr (Advised by Dr. Cooper)
Audrey Katherine Vaughn (Advised by Dr. Pacifici)

Master of Science in Forestry
Tyrik Jordan Cooper (Advised by Dr. Leggett)
David Lawrence Dick (Advised by Dr. Leggett)
Olakunle Emmanuel Sodiya (Advised by Dr. Parajuli)

Master of Natural Resources
Samuel Joseph Ford (Advised by Dr. Leggett)

Master of Science in Natural Resources
Kerem Ziya Akdemir (Advised by Dr. Kern)
Elly Tahmaseb Gay (Advised by Dr. Martin)
Zachary Marc Lucy (Advised by Dr. Kern)
Bachelor of Science in Environmental Sciences

William Colby Adams
Gabrielle Frances Barajas**
Jeffrey Reed Berger
Hadley Octavia Buckner*
Grayson Brooke Currier**
William Collin Dail***~
Olivia Claire Dively*
Aaron Arthur Durham*
Grace E. Egly*
Ronnie Douglas Fox
Elizabeth June Francis
Kiran Menon Freeman
Justin Bradley Fulcomer**
Hannah Rose Gadai
Allison M. Garrett+***
Jasmine Nicole Gregory+*~
Leah Marjorie Henry
Emma Renee Hirschy*
Elisabeth Lynn Holthusen**
Jackson Paul Hunt
Leo Isaac Jaffe***

Anticipated Summer Graduates:
David Wayne Dailey*
James Wooten Holmes*
James Shaw Linden
Kaylee Ransdell+

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Technology and Management

Jennifer Shawn Anderson**
Samuel David Baker**
Dylan Elijah Brack
James Hanon Dobbins
Kevin William Dunning***
Kelly Boardman Eakes***
Georgina Exton***
Ryan Daniel Flors*
Martina Gonzalez Bertello**
John Logan Hester*
Emilio Jaimes Aguirre
Foster Ridge Johnson
Devin Brooks Kehoe**
Kaleb Hoyte Lee*

Anticipated Summer Graduates:
John Timothy Klampfer

+Co-major *Cum Laude **Magna Cum Laude ***Summa Cum Laude ~ Student Ambassador
Bachelor of Science in Fisheries, Wildlife and Conservation Biology

Jabari Kai Edgar Baptiste  Olivia Grace Loyack
Casey Taylor Bardier*  Joshua David Lyles
Cheyana Kaylee Bassham***~  Dawson James McDonald
Carter Blackmon*  Monique Lasha McKoy
Taylor Lorraine Blauser  Donovan Miller
Kirsten Luray Boleyn***~  Jessica Marie Miller**
Caleb Daniel Brownfield+  Heather Tyme Moonier***
Christopher W. Campbell*  Kellie Rose Murphy
Allison Channell*  David Michael Myer**
Kevin Chen  Kelsey Elizabeth Neilan
Caitlyn Olivia Connell  Hannah Aileen O’Carroll*
Nicole Renee Eastman***  Carson Hunter Perry
Jesse Rose Edwards*  Lauren Margaret Pfau
Duncan Jerry Fraser***  Jordan Lee Potter
Andrew Keith Garrett  Kathryn Xiaobai Quinn***
Jordan Marie Gass*  Christopher Bailey Rayfield
Noel Stephanie Griffin**  Dylan James Rebbeor
James Edison Hawkins III  Spencer Ben Roten
Cody Alan Hinson*  Allison Taylor Schulz***
David Joseph Holden***  Connor Fitzpatrick Sherrard
Cole Austin Howard***  Melanie Elizabeth Vandenberg**
Anna McCallum Humphrey+++  Isabella Katherine Rachel Vassos*
Emily Anne Johnston  Brenna Wells**
Audrey Parker Keen  Jordan Dochett Wilson
Alyssa Marie Kuzdal  Devin Wong

Anticipated Summer Graduates:
Mackenzie Patricia Milner*  Mitchell Jameson Warren

Bachelor of Science in Forest Management

Jackson Ramsey Adams*  Jonathan Powell**
John Dean Alsup*  Carson Lane Ramsey
Scott William Bailey  Alston Smith
Jacob Mark Bost***  Amy Elizabeth Sofferin**
Trevor Philip Franklin*  Garrett Sumner
Maccoy Daly Kerrigan***  Megan Van-Spanje***
Jonathan Hunter Lanier  Aleksanteri Dale Vandiver**
Benjamin Lee Maness***  Reed Alfred Wheless***
Peter McNeary***  Seth Alan Winders
Jason Andrew Perryman

Anticipated Summer Graduate:
Luke Tanner Herring

Bachelor of Science in Natural Resources

Ethan Sarantis Blume*  Kristen Nicole Fontana***
Madison Bullard**  Olivia Frances Merritt***
Yinan Ding*  Kyle Daniel Paterson

Anticipated Summer Graduates:
Alison Spence Plumley
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Doctor of Philosophy in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
Sara Brune Arita (Advised by Drs. Barbieri and Knollenberg)
Ladan Ghahramani (Advised by Dr. Hipp)

Master of Science in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
Hailey Adare Post (Advised by Dr. Knollenberg)
Caitlin Emily Reilly (Advised by Dr. Stevenson)
Ellie Morgan Whittington (Advised by Dr. Kanters)

Master of Parks, Recreation, Tourism and Sport Management
Julia Babuin (Advised by Dr. Vukomanovic)
Nicole Brantley Benbow (Advised by Dr. Vukomanovic)
Jonathan Richard Bentley (Advised by Dr. Vukomanovic)
Joanna Marie Bertram (Advised by Dr. Edwards)
Lee Andrus Brimmage, Jr. (Advised by Dr. Hipp)
Stephanie Monson Dahl (Advised by Dr. Hipp)
Sophia Duncan (Advised by Dr. Hipp)
Katherine Anne Fisher (Advised by Dr. Hipp)
Matthew John Hartl (Advised by Dr. Edwards)
Tracey Louise Holman (Advised by Dr. Bocarro)
George David Ivey (Advised by Dr. Bocarro)
William Lane Jacobson (Advised by Dr. Bocarro)
John Paul Lefever (Advised by Dr. Kanters)
Elena Levithan (Advised by Dr. Casper)
Lauren Kay Lewandowski (Advised by Dr. Casper)
Kaitlyn Lusk (Advised by Dr. Casper)
Brittany Miles (Advised by Dr. Casper)
Rae Moore (Advised by Dr. Vukomanovic)
Chad James Ray (Advised by Dr. Vukomanovic)
Clementina Rodriguez (Advised by Dr. Lee)
Brian Rogers (Advised by Dr. Lee)
Evan Ross Steiler (Advised by Dr. Leung)
Kylee Jade Taylor (Advised by Dr. Leung)

Master of Natural Resources
Jordan Reilly Protzman (Advised by Dr. Larson)
Bachelor of Science in Sport Management

Reeham Ahmad Abu-Odeh
Louis Donald Acceus
Sara Hala Alsous***
Berton James Barco
Lexi Sara Barton*
Logan Alexander Bender*
Braxton Austin Beverly
Robert Ellison Black**
Virginia Tharpe Blake***
Gordon Vincent Brann*
Jensen Broadhurst
Juliette Nicole Bunt***
Kyle Cansler
Griffin Clark*
Nicholas Aaron Clemente
Jenna Lynn Coley
Eric Courtney***
Virginia Addison Crosbie
Jonah Alexander Da Luz
Daysia Kamryn Davenport
Carl Proctor Dean
John Vanderbill Denton
Alexander Dioli**
Jason Matthew Dodds, Jr.
Ja’Von Emmanuel Douglas
Dalton Feeney
Robert Andrew Frongello***
Derek Funderburk
Blayne Elizabeth Furr*
Michael Garry*
Hayden Claire Hartman+***
Borden Parker Hill**
Christopher Omar Ray Ingram
Angus Matthew Isley*
Brian Cameron Ivey***
Jacob Earl Janssen
Kayla Danielle Jones*
Mary Kathryn Kinley
William Kent Klyman
Chandler David Lasater*
Jalen Aaron Latta*
Alexander James Leititen**
Henghao Liu
Cory Raymond Mulvey*
Sydney Kellen Nester
Avery Ellen Oetjen
William David Osman*
Easton Ryan Paxton
Nicholas Auby Pearce**
Kevin Nicholas Pitino
Samuel Fenway Porter
Holden Beck Ray
Austin Gregory Raynor**
Cassidy Jordan Reeves
Justin Howard Rhew
Angelia Rizzi
Jake Ryan Sadler**
Mason Schrader*
Cameron Parker Scioletti
Jacob Thomas Seeber
Mary Hannah Sigmon
Lane Braxton Smith
Kevin Patrick Steele*
Camryn Alise Thoman+***
Chung-Han Tsai
Garrett Honor Ward
Trevor Scott Weimer***
Samuel Stephenson Whitestone**
Alexander Chance Wilkinson***
Zachary Steven Williams
Zachary A. Wright

Anticipated Summer Graduates:

Tadas Babelis
Cameron R. Barnes
Rachel Bilenki*
Justin Rivers Bose
Jacob Miles Churchbourne***
Jonathan Lee Cress
Mykel Nasir Ellis
Paul Maxwell Fisher
Alexzander Dean Garcia
Brooks Duane Godbold*
Carlos Daniel Guzman Cruz
Abigail Hill
Blake Hirth*
Rosemary Eleanor Howard**
Miranda Renee Janis**
Justin Thomas Jarrett*
Dante Johnson
John Evan Justice
Alexis Keberle**
Dalton Matthew Kelly**
Tristan Kyle Kilgannon***
Andrew M. King
(Anticipated Summer Graduates Continued)

Brice Axel Moltzon          Kevin Robinson
Cobi John Moltzon           Tanner Reid Rogers
Austin Michael Murr**       Rachel Olivia Santucci*
Gustavo Osorio Miranda     Carson Hope Shaner***
Abigail Elizabeth Porter    Christian Abby Shipp*
Harper Andrew Reese**      John Batson Siebert
Harold Bellefonte Riggins, Jr.    Jacob Gordon Tumlin**
Chloe Yates Riley***        Robert Turzak

Bachelor of Science in Parks, Recreation and Tourism Management
Brandon Xavier Adam          William Richard McKay*
Joah Eden Bickley            Weilun Pu**
John Generoso                Julia Lynn Ryan
Rebekah Joy Gregg***         Kathryn Schell***
Marin Nicole Harnett***      Jacob Blake Stuart
Lauren Elizabeth Kinlaw*     Simone Marie Torres***
Cara Lazenby                 Kaitlyn Tun***
Yuchen Li**                  Kendall Jane J. Vaughn+***
Henghao Liu                  Robert Evan Woodard
Sarah Bethany Lynch          Birdie Page Younginer*

Anticipated Summer Graduates:
Katie Noelle Bradley**       Austin Jackson Hill
Joseph Beksha Garron         Micah S. Hirshman
Janie Lynn Gooch             Keilyn Maya Luers
Simon Sovera Harris

Bachelor of Science in Professional Golf Management
Ramon Ocaly Gonzalez Rojas   Steven Maxwell Sapp
Jacob William Haynes         Nicholas Daniel Stewart+**
Yiheng Huang+                Kendall Jane J. Vaughn+***
Matthew Reamy King

Anticipated Summer Graduates:
William Bennett              Jason David Dolney
Todd Benjamin Clark